ADVISORY SERVICE AND COMPETENCE
ADKOM™ is specialized on display technology and offers a variety of standard displays as well as entire and individual to your needs adapted solutions.

We are your qualified partner for planning, coordination and implementation - also for complex projects - from the first draft up to a series production and to an aftersales service.

VISIBLE SOLUTIONS
The creation of the design, the decision on the technology selection and the project conception are done in close coordination with our customers.

To reach the pursued project target together with you, our team of qualified technical engineers and commercial employees put your requirements into practice with high flexibility. Even if the requirements or the market situation change, we will work together with you to achieve the desired project purpose.
EMBEDDED-SYSTEME

ALWAYS A STEP AHEAD

- Computer on display systems
- Headless controller
- Linux, Android
- Software adaption of the operating systems possible at all time
- Individual solutions with interface modulation and adaption of different TFTs and Touch options
- Easy and cost efficient replacement at EOL of TFT or components by modular structure
- Flexibility by changes of the requirements or of the market situation

HARD- & SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

OUR PERFORMANCE – DEVELOPMENT WITH SYSTEM

- Attendance from the idea up to the specification sheet
- Hard- and Software development
- Microcontroller programming
- Development of circuit diagrams and multilayer PCB layouts
- Controller software for displays and touch-screens
- Construction and housing design
- Prototype setup / Rapid prototyping
- Development and production of assembly groups / devices
- Integration in existing systems

ABOUT US

ADKOM™ Elektronik GmbH, 1992 founded by Bernd Koppermann, is in the meantime managed successfully by the second generation.

From the beginning solutions thereby were always prepared together with our clients. A high number of satisfied customers – from engineering offices up to market leaders – trust in the knowhow of ADKOM™.

AMBITION

Technical innovations and creativity occupy high priority within the advice of the technical and sales team – always in terms of a partnership, purposive and successful relationship with the customer.

Working globally, with own subsidiary in Hong Kong, wishes and requirements can be flexibly realized and thus made visible.

QUALITY STANDARD

The high quality awareness is guaranteed as well by the certification of our company according to DIN EN ISO 9001:2015, and as by the careful selection of ISO-certified vendors.

ADKOM.DE